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In Part 1, the decompositions of the alkaline–earth metal (Ca,
Sr, Ba) carbonates to their oxides, with the release of CO2 gas,
were modeled by devising a symmetry-based sequence of steps by
which the reactant structure is converted to the product structure.
Lattice energies were evaluated at each step to yield energy
profiles for the postulated reaction processes. The observed (ap-
parent) activation energies were comparable to the energy
barriers for the postulated mechanisms, suggesting that the pos-
tulated mechanisms are energetically feasible. The calculations
are repeated here (in Part 2) for the decompositions of the
corresponding alkaline–earth peroxides. The energy barriers
found are low compared to the observed activation energies. This
result is taken to suggest that the postulated processes are
energetically inaccessible. ( 1998 Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

In Part 1 of this pair of papers (1) the thermal decomposi-
tions of a group of alkaline—earth carbonates (Ca, Sr, Ba) to
their corresponding oxides were modeled by setting up
a hypothetical symmetry-based pathway of idealized inter-
mediate crystal structures. A profile of lattice energies (cor-
rected for gas evolution) through this sequence was thus
established, and compared with the experimentally ob-
served activation energies of the respective thermal
decompositions. There proved to be a reasonable corres-
pondence between the measured activation energies and
-Deceased.
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those yielded by the corresponding lattice energy profiles.
This result does not, in any way, purport to suggest that the
chosen pathway represents the actual mechanism of the
decomposition (which, in any case, is likely to be mediated
by defects of various kinds). Rather, the experimental activa-
tion energy is to be regarded as an apparent value, averaged
over the many microscopic events occurring during the
decomposition; the calculated, symmetry-based lattice en-
ergy profile is simply one representation of that decomposi-
tion. Its success, or otherwise, as a representation must be
judged on the quality of the insights to which this repres-
entation leads.

In this paper (Part 2) similar modeling of the decompo-
sitions of the corresponding alkaline—earth peroxides to
their respective oxides is presented. This study provides an
opportunity to examine, by an equivalent method, the ef-
fects of the same set of cations in a different structural
context, but leading to the same oxide products. The very
different results for the peroxide decompositions reported
below, compared to results found for the carbonates,
provide a measure of the utility of the method in sug-
gesting mechanistic differences between the two types of
decompositions.

The reactions examined in Part 2 are represented by:

MO
2
(s)PMO(s)#1

2
O

2
(g).

Reactions of this type have been thoroughly studied,
as represented by the decompositions (2) of BaO

2
and

of SrO .

2
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LATTICE ENERGY CALCULATIONS

The calculations are generally analogous to those de-
scribed (1) more fully in Part 1. The potential model (‘‘force
field’’) used in this work consists of a sum of Coulombic and
exp-6 interaction terms. A, C, and o are potential para-
meters which need to be optimized so that the force field
gives the closest representation possible of the known crys-
tal structures when the ion positions and the lattice
constants are relaxed (i.e., not constrained during an optim-
ization of the crystal structures). For this treatment, the
peroxide ion, O~—O~, was chosen as a rigid entity with
fixed ion charges and bond length.

The FORTRAN program WMIN (1) by Busing (3) was
used to optimize the short-range potentials and perform the
energy calculations and optimizations.

STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

The Alkaline—Earth Metal Oxides

The accuracy of lattice energy calculations depends on
the quality of the crystal data used as reference. The crystal
structures of MgO, CaO, SrO, and BaO belong to the
face-centered cubic system. Crystal data are given in Table 1
of Part 1 (1). For ready comparison of the peroxide and
oxide structures, an alternative unit cell for the oxides was
constructed. A body-centered tetragonal unit cell of half the
volume (Z"2) was generated by rotating the x- and y-axes
through 45° about the z-axis. The dimensions of the unit
cells are related by dividing the lattice constants, a and b,

of the cubic face-centered unit cell by a factor of J2
to obtain the values for the tetragonal body-centered
lattice. The dimension c is the same for both cells, since the
body-centered unit cell was derived by rotation about the
z-axis.

The Alkaline—Earth Metal Peroxides

The crystal structures of CaO
2
, SrO

2
, and BaO

2
belong

to the body-centered, tetragonal system (CaC
2
-type), space
TABL
Crystal Data for the Alkaline–Earth Metal Peroxides (T

with O–O set

Lattice constants

(Ref.) a (As ) c (As ) c/a

CaO
2

(5) 3.54 5.92 1.67
SrO

2
(8) 3.568 6.616 1.85

BaO
2

(4) 3.807 6.841 1.80
group 139, I4/mmm, with Z"2 (Table 1). The structure (4)
of BaO

2
is reliable and gives a peroxide bond length of

1.49 As . However, the data (5, 6) for CaO
2

and for SrO
2

are
known to be poor (4), possibly due to partial decomposition
of the peroxide ion (7), yielding excessively short peroxide
bond lengths (1.30 As ). Consequently, the data used for
CaO

2
and SrO

2
were constructed from the latest-reported

lattice constants, with the O~—O~ separation adjusted sym-
metrically about the bond centers to 1.49 As . The SrO

2
and

BaO
2

lattice parameters (4, 8) appear to be reliable since the
respective experimental densities (9, 10) are low, but fall
within a 5% deviation range. The large deviation for CaO

2
,

however, indicates inaccuracies in either the lattice con-
stants of CaO

2
or the experimental density, D

0
.

Oxides

The optimization of the potential parameters for the
oxides is reported (1) in full in Part 1. The same set of
optimized oxide parameters (OPT2) was used in both stud-
ies (see Part 1, Table 3).

Peroxides

The optimization of the potential parameters for Sr and
Ba peroxides was done with reference to the crystal struc-
tures with O—O" 1.49 As ; the CaO

2
parameters were omit-

ted because the accuracy of the crystal data reported for
CaO

2
is questionable. All symmetry constraints were re-

moved, allowing all six cell dimensions to be used as observ-
ables. (As noted in Part 1, this does not provide a set of six
independent lattice constants, but provides a feasible solu-
tion to the least-squares problem.) For starting values, the
oxide parameter set, OPT2, and a ‘‘mixed oxide—peroxide’’
structure—constructed by substituting an oxide for the
peroxide, so that the oxygen would be in the same oxidation
state as in the oxide, but otherwise retaining the space group
and lattice dimensions of the peroxide structures—were
used. This approach failed, probably due to the hypothetical
structures being too unstable. Starting values were then
selected on a trial-and-error basis by combining oxide and
E 1
etragonal space group No. 139, I4/mmm, with Z 5 2,
to 1.49 As )

Unit cell volume Experimental density Density ratio
» (As 3) D

0
(g cm~3) (expt/calc)

74.19 2.92 (9) 0.907
84.23 4.56 (9) 0.965
99.15 5.43 (10) 0.958



TABLE 2
Optimized Short-Range Parameters (Aij, qij, and Cij) for each
Ion Pair Combination in the Alkaline–Earth Metal Peroxides

OPT9
Parameters (O—O"1.49As )

A
ij

(kJ mol~1)
O—O 35.86485] 108

Sr—O 7.31160] 104

Ba—O 1.70120] 104

o
ij

(As )
O—O 0.1546
Sr—O 0.3751
Ba—O 0.5152

C
ij

(kJ mol~1 As 6)
O—O 338.9678] 102

RDWSTa 0.183] 10~3

aRDWST is the square root of the sum, over all the substances, of the
derivatives of the lattice energy with respect to each parameter, plus the
squares of the differences between the observed and calculated data (1).

TABLE 4
Comparison of Lattice Energies (kJmol21) Reported for the

Alkaline–Earth Metal Peroxides

Reference CaO
2

SrO
2

BaO
2

Kapustinskii (12) !3050 !2865 !2738
Therm. cyclea !3133 !2849 —
1949: EUb !3075 !2920 !2707
1952: Vc — !3050 !3000
1965: WDd !3144 !3037 —
1996: WMIN(OPT9)e — !3113 !2718

aTherm. cycle"lattice energy calculated from the thermochemical
(Born-Haber) cycle (9).

bEU"Evans and Uri (13).
cV"Vedeneev et al. (11).
dWD"Wood and D’Orazio (14).
eWMIN (OPT9)"lattice energies calculated using OPT9.
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carbonate parameters, and yielded the optimized set OPT9
(the numbering of parameter sets continues from those sets
used in Part 1) (Table 2).

The optimized parameter set, OPT9, was then used to
calculate the lattice energies of the peroxides (Table 3). The
relaxed structures of both SrO

2
and BaO

2
are very close to

their respective experimental structures (errors of 0.5%),
and the calculated lattice energies are adequately close to
the range of reported values (11—14) (Table 4).

MODELING THE THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF
ALKALINE–EARTH METAL PEROXIDES TO OXIDES

To investigate the changes in lattice energy during
the thermal decomposition of alkaline—earth metal
TABLE 3
Cell Dimensions (a, c), Volumes (V ), and Lattice Energies

(W ) Calculated for the Peroxides Using Parameter Set OPT9
(O–O 5 1.49As )

a (As ) c (As ) » (As 3) ¼ (kJmol~1)

SrO
2

Lit. 3.568 6.616 84.23 !3050a

Calc. 3.565 6.621 84.15 !3113
% error 0.08% !0.07% 0.10% !2.1

BaO
2

Lit. 3.807 6.841 99.15 !3000a

Calc. 3.823 6.821 99.69 !2718
% error !0.40% 0.30% !0.54% 9.4

aLattice energies calculated by Vedeneev et al. (11).
peroxides to their respective solid oxides and gaseous
O

2
, i.e.,

MO
2
(s)PMO(s)#1

2
O

2
(g),

symmetry-controlled routes for transforming the reac-
tant structure into the solid product structure were
devised.

Setting the Decomposition Pathway

The assumptions made in modeling the peroxide de-
composition route were analogous to those for the carbon-
ate decomposition route (1): (i) The reactants are pure
crystalline peroxides (SrO

2
or BaO

2
), tetragonal space

group I4/mmm. (ii) The final solid products are the corres-
ponding pure crystalline (Sr or Ba) oxides, cubic space
group Fm3M m. (iii) Reaction is assumed to occur via a series of
solid intermediates with structures changing along a sym-
metry route (see below) connecting I4/mmm to Fm31 m. (iv)
Parameters needed for calculating the lattice energies of
intermediates are assumed to be transferable from the
known structure to the intermediate of similar composition.
Thus, for the intermediate structures, the parameter set for
either the peroxides or the oxides, depending on whether the
oxidation state of oxygen was !1 or !2, was used. (v) The
crystal structures are assumed to be perfect; no allowance is
made for the influence of any kind of defect on the lattice
energy.

During the modeled overall decomposition, the peroxide
ions, which are aligned parallel to the tetragonal c-axis,
become converted to oxide ions and the tetragonal c-axis
shrinks to its value in the cubic structure, with only relative-
ly small changes in the a dimension (see Fig. 1, i.e., structure
1P structure 3*).



FIG. 1. Postulated symmetry-controlled transformations for the decomposition of BaO
2

to BaO.
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Two symmetry-controlled transformations for the de-
composition (see Fig. 1), starting from the reactant, struc-
ture 1 (tetragonal, body-centered unit cell with a" 3.568 As ,
c"6.616 As for SrO

2
; a"3.807 As , c" 6.841 As for BaO

2
(Z"2)), to the product, structure 3 (cubic, face-centered
unit cell with a"5.1396 As for SrO, and a"5.496 As for
BaO (Z"4)) were investigated. To obtain structure 3 from
structure 3*, the unit cell has to be redefined (without energy
change) to convert the body-centered arrangement to a face-
centered arrangement.

PA¹H I: removal of O
2

from the peroxide gives structure
2b, followed by adjustments to the unit cell dimensions to
achieve those of the oxide structure.
PA¹H II: adjustment of the peroxide unit cell dimensions
to those of the oxide, giving structure 2c. Since the positions
of the atoms are recorded in fractional coordinates (and the
coordinates of the peroxide ion (O~—O~) are (0, 0, z) and
(0, 0, zN )), the z-coordinates of the O~ ions have to the correc-
ted to keep the O—O bond length constant. Once the perox-
ide ion has been converted to the oxide ion, O2~, with the
removal of O

2
(g) as in the next stage (i.e., structure 3*), this

problem no longer exists.
(Note that Fig. 1 shows the O

2
being removed in stages

in PATH I via the intermediate structure 2a. This se-
quence was only considered at a later stage and is discussed
below).
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After the trends in the changes of lattice energies along
PATH I and PATH II were established, refinements to the
crossover point between decreasing the volume of the unit
cell and removing the O

2
were investigated, and the effects

of these processes on the activation energy for the decomposi-
tion were determined. Since there are two O2~

2
ions per unit cell,

the effect of removing one O2~
2

at a time was also explored.
In structure 2a (Fig. 1) oxygen is in a mixed oxidation

state; thus there are three oxygen—oxygen interactions,
O2~—O2~, O~—O~ and O2~—O~. The energy parameters
for the O2~—O~ interactions were calculated from the geo-
metric means (A

ij
,C

ij
) and arithmetic means (o

ij
) of the

parameters for the oxides and peroxides. Corrections to the
z-coordinates of the peroxide ion were made for all unit cell
deformations in which the peroxide ion(s) were still present.
The lattice energies calculated for PATH I and PATH II in
the proposed decomposition route (see Fig. 1) are listed in
Table 5. Only approximate calculations were done for struc-
ture 2a, and values obtained lay between those for structure
1 and structure 2b.

The decompositions of the alkaline—earth peroxides are
endothermic (2). The enthalpy changes for the decomposi-
tions, calculated from standard enthalpies of formation (9),
are 52.3 kJmol~1 for SrO

2
and 71.6 kJmol~1 for BaO

2
.

Values measured from DSC traces by Tribelhorn and Brown
(2), i.e., 51.7 and 76.2kJmol~1, compare favorably. To relate
the changes in lattice energy to the changes in energy asso-
ciated with the decomposition of the peroxides, corrections
have to be made for the removal of O

2
from the lattice.

Correction for the Removal of O
2

From the definition of lattice energy, the processes under
consideration are:

MO
2
(s)PM2`(g)#O2~

2
(g) 2 *H

1
[1]

MO(s)PM2`(g)#O2~(g) 2 *H . [2]

2

TABLE 5
Calculated Lattice Energies for Structures (Excluding Struc-

ture 2a) in the Proposed Symmetry-Controlled Routes in the
Decompositions of the Alkaline–Earth Peroxides (see Fig. 1)

¼ (kJ mol~1) SrO
2

BaO
2

PATH 1
Structure 1 !3113 !2718
Structure 2b !3201 !2993
Structure 3 !3240 !3020

PATH II
Structure 1 !3113 !2718
Structure 2c !2802 !2604
Structure 3 !3240 !3020
Lattice energies are formally calculated at 0 K, but crystal
structure data refer to room temperature, so that fitting is
effectively at room temperature. Now, *H"*º#o*»+

*º#*nRT, where *n ("2 for reactions [1] and [2]) is
the change in the number of gaseous molecules. Therefore,
using ¹"298K, *nRT+5 kJmol~1. This is within the
uncertainties of the lattice energy values, and so *H+

*º"!¼ for the formation of gaseous ions.
For the reaction [1]![2],

MO
2
(s)PMO(s)#O2~

2
(g)!O2~(g) 2

*H
3
"*H

1
!*H

2
. [3]

For decomposition,

MO
2
(s)PMO(s)#1

2
O

2
(g) 2 *H

4
. [4]

*H
4

is calculated from tables of standard thermodynamic
data (15).

Finally, [4]![3] yields

O2~
2

(s)P1
2
O

2
(g)#O2~(g) 2 *H

5
"*H

4
!*H

3
.

[5]

Reaction [5] represents the reaction that takes place on
removal of O

2
from the lattice and, therefore, the value of

*H
5

must be added to those energies calculated from the
lattice devoid of O

2
. Table 6 gives the enthalpies for reac-

tions [1] to [5] for Sr and Ba. The processes involved are
summarized in Fig. 2.

Reaction Profiles

The energies corrected for the removal of O
2

from BaO
2

(see Table 7) are plotted against course of reaction in Fig. 3.
The heights of the energy barriers in the corrected decompo-
sition profiles were used to calculate apparent activation
energies (E

!
) (see Table 8). For the proposed decomposition
TABLE 6
Enthalpies of Reaction (in kJ mol21) of the Reactions Defined

in the Text

SrO
2

BaO
2

*H
1

3113 2718
*H

2
3240 3021

*H
3

!127 !303
*H

4
52 72

*H
5

179 374



FIG. 2. The full energetic path: reactant to product via gaseous ions
(not to scale).

FIG. 3. Change in lattice energies (corrected for the removal of 1
2
O

2
)

with reference to the lattice energy of BaO
2
, plotted against the course of

the decomposition of BaO
2
. Structure numbers indicated are from Table 5.
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route (PATH I), E
!
was calculated to be 91 and 99kJ mol~1

for SrO
2

and BaO
2
, respectively.

The activation energies calculated from PATH II
were considerably higher for SrO

2
and in the reverse

order, i.e., 311 and 114 kJmol~1 for SrO
2

and BaO
2
, re-

spectively.
TABLE 7
Calculated Lattice Energies for Structures (Excluding Struc-

ture 2a) in the Proposed Symmetry-Controlled Routes for the
decomposition of Barium Peroxide

¼ ¼
#033%#5%$

*¼
1

(kJ mol~1) (kJ mol~1) (kJ mol~1)

PATH I
Structure 1 !2718 !2718 0
Structure 2b !2993 !2619 99
Structure 3 !3020 !2646 72

Notes. ¼
#033%#5%$

"¼ corrected for the removal of O
2

and *¼
1
"

change in corrected energies with respect to structure 1 (BaO
2
).

¼
#033%#5%$

"¼!*H
5
"¼!374kJmol~1.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The activation energies predicted for the decomposition
of SrO

2
(91 kJmol~1) and BaO

2
(99 kJmol~1) are lower

than experimental (2,17,18) values (for example, 119 and
185kJmol~1 for Sr and Ba, respectively (2)). The predicted
activation energies, however, follow the expected trend:
as the lattice energy decreases (i.e., down the group,
Ca2`PBa2`), the activation energy increases.

All oxygen positions in the peroxide lattice (for both Sr
and Ba) are identical and therefore the removal of one
oxygen is not favored over another. However, approximate
calculations based on structure 2a show that the lattice
energy increases on removal of the first oxygen atom from
the unit cell, and then increases further with removal of the
second oxygen atom, so that the maximum energy barrier is
associated with the removal of both oxygen atoms from the
unit cell.

Several studies of the decomposition of the alkaline—earth
metal peroxides have been reported (2). It is clear that the
thermal decomposition is more complicated than the simple
process represented by MO

2
(s)PMO(s)#1

2
O

2
(g). Only

a few of these studies report values for the kinetic para-
meters. E values for SrO (119 to 165 kJmol~1) and BaO
! 2 2

TABLE 8
Activation Energies (kJmol21) for the Decompositions

of Sr and Ba Peroxides

BaO
2

SrO
2

Reference Isothermal Non-iso Isothermal Non-iso

(17) 192 360$20 — —
(18) 135 141 — —
(2) 185 165 119 165
This study 99 91
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(135 to 360kJmol~1), calculated from both isothermal
and nonisothermal kinetic studies, are shown in Table 8.
Brunere et al. (16) represented the decomposition of
BaO

2
by a three-step process: nucleus formation (E

!
"

12 kJmol~1), grain growth (E
!
"104kJmol~1), and oxygen

diffusion (E
!
"2kJ mol~1).

The decompositions of the peroxides are known to be
reversible and, in the lattice energy calculations, no account
can be taken of any influence of the reverse process, which
may be considerable when removal of product oxygen gas is
not rapid or complete. Ideally then, the values from lattice
energy calculations should be closest to experimental values
obtained for the decomposition of the peroxides in vacuum.

When different mechanisms operate over different tem-
perature ranges, an explanation for a change of mechanism
could be the influence of some recrystallization of the prod-
uct oxide on the course of reaction, i.e.,

MO
2
(s)PMO(a)#1

2
O

2
(g)

MO(a)PMO(c),

where c"crystalline and a"amorphous. Such processes
have been suggested in the dehydration of hydrates and in
many decompositions, especially those of the alkaline—earth
metal carbonates. The rate of removal of oxygen from the
peroxide by diffusion could be drastically altered by the
formation of a crystalline layer of oxide on the surface from
which O

2
gas is eventually to be released.

Kinetic Implications

The calculated energy barriers for the postulated highly
symmetry-controlled reaction routes of the peroxides are
lower than the experimental values. The opposite would be
expected (and has been found for the carbonates examined
in Part 1), since the realistic, defect-mediated processes
would be expected to be less energy-demanding than the
stylized route chosen here.

Unexpectedly low activation energies can be interpreted
to mean that the chosen route is energetically inaccessible to
the decomposition, i.e., the breakdown of O2~

2
to O2~ with

release of O
2

requires steps (such as destruction of the
crystal structure) which are energetically prohibitive, and so
the direct process cannot be followed. Consequently, the
decomposition must follow a more tortuous, if less energy-
demanding, path. Other barriers to the processes of de-
composition and lattice reconstruction may include a chem-
ical activation barrier to the conversion of peroxide to oxide
ion or kinetic barriers to the escape of the released O

2
,

requiring disruption of the lattice in some fashion.
This interesting result suggests that the procedure ad-

opted here of following the energetics of a decomposition
via a postulated path may be used to direct attention away
from impracticable decomposition routes and allow explo-
ration of more feasible mechanisms.
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